HORSESHOE LUNG ASSOCIATED WITH DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIATION OF THE LIVER
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SUMMARY – Horseshoe lung is a rare congenital pulmonary anomaly in which the caudal and basal segments of the left and right lungs are joined together behind the pericardium at the height of cardiac apex. Most patients with horseshoe lung have many other cardiovascular anomalies typical of the scimitar syndrome or the hypogenetic right lung syndrome. We report on a patient with horseshoe lung not associated with scimitar syndrome, but presented with a focal diaphragmatic herniation of the liver, such as never reported before in case of horseshoe lung without associated scimitar syndrome.
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Introduction

Horseshoe lung is a rare congenital pulmonary anomaly characterized by fusion of the posterobasal segments of the right and left lungs behind the pericardium and in front of the aorta and the spine at the height of cardiac apex1–3. The anomaly was first reported by Spencer in 1962 and it is indeed a rare clinical finding2. So far, forty-odd such cases have been reported, largely associated with scimitar syndrome, with unilateral hypoplasia also frequently present, mostly of the right lung, which is without normal fissures and lobes, whereas the left lung is normally formed1–3. The arterial supply of the right lung often takes place from the hypoplastic right lung artery or from an anomalous artery stemming from the descending aorta1. In patients with horseshoe lung, tracheal and bronchial stenosis and anomalous bronchial bifurcation are also reported4,5. Many patients with horseshoe lung and associated anomalies have respiratory symptoms, which tend to exacerbate and require surgical treatment, whereas a smaller number of patients are asymptomatic and need no surgery1,6,7.

We report on a case of a boy with horseshoe lung and associated hypoplasia of the right lung, hypoplasia of the right lung artery, anomalous supply of the right lung from systemic circulation, anomalies of the right bronchial tree, but without anomalous venous drainage from the right lung to the inferior vena cava, typical of scimitar syndrome. The boy presented with focal herniation of the liver through a diaphragmatic defect, such as never reported before in case of horseshoe lung without scimitar syndrome, only in a couple of scimitar syndrome cases8,9.

Case Report

Here we report on a case of a boy aged 2 years and 5 months admitted to our hospital for because of a pathological finding on his chest x-ray in the form of an ovoid formation of soft tissue density, paraverte-
brally to the right, and for further diagnostic procedures required. The boy was delivered from a pregnancy maintained by tocolytics; the birth took place in the 36th week of gestation, birth mass 2.7 kg. Upon delivery, he was kept in the maternity hospital for about ten days because of prematurity and perinatal infection. At the age of 4 months, he was hospitalized for obstructive bronchitis, bronchopneumonia and a suspected cardiac defect (atrial septal defect). Based on noninvasive procedures (echocardiography and radiocardiography), the existence of a cardiac defect was eliminated. Chest x-ray taken on that occasion showed a homogeneous shadow located in the right phrenicocardiac corner, interpreted as a pneumonic infiltrate.

Before hospitalization, the boy was treated on several occasions for obstructive bronchitis with salbutamol, antibiotics, parenteral and inhalant corticoids, and a month before admission permanent therapy was introduced with the inhalant corticoid, fluticasone propionate. Two days before admission, the boy was presented again with difficult breathing, so chest x-ray was taken at the local hospital, showing an ovoid formation of soft tissue density and open etiology at the lower contour of the cardiac shadow paravertebrally on the right, for which further treatment was recommended. On admission, the boy was well developed, 75 centiles for age, and somewhat undernourished for his age, body mass index 13.87 kg/m². Clinical status was satisfactory except for the systolic murmur at the left edge of the sternum, grade II/VI, of musical character. Blood pressure was 95/60 mm Hg. The echocardiogram was normal. Normal pulmonary venous return into the left atrium, as well as normal flow in the pulmonary artery 1.1 m/s on the valvula. Pulmonary x-ray was taken transcardially, partly in the spinal projection and towards the right hemithorax, showing a shadow of soft tissue intensity and about 4 cm in size, on the profile image placed supradiaphragmatically and retrocardially, with open etiology (Fig. 1).

Thoracic and abdominal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) indicated an atypically formed liver, whereas a portion of the right ovoid-shaped and about 3-cm diameter lobe appeared in the region of the right thorax para-aortally and paravertebrally. The shape of the described part suggested diaphragmatic herniation of the liver. The relatively wide blood vessel started from the aorta roughly at the height of the celiac trunk exit, directed dorsally and cranially along the described herniated portion of the liver parenchyma and then proceeding to the lung parenchyma where it branched out (Fig. 2).

Considering the finding of an aberrant artery from the abdominal aorta, which entered the lung paren-

---

**Fig. 1.** Chest x-ray: ovoid shadow of about 4 cm in size and soft tissue density located supradiaphragmatically to the right.

**Fig. 2.** Magnetic resonance imaging indicated herniation of a portion of the liver in the right thoracic base region, as well as an aberrant artery leading from the abdominal aorta and proceeding towards pulmonary parenchyma.
chyma, a case of pulmonary sequestration was suspected, so multislice computed tomography (MSCT) and angiography of the aorta were made. MSCT pointed to the right lung, which appeared smaller in relation to the left lung, with discrete dextroposition of the heart. Many anomalies of the right bronchial tree were present. The bronchus for the superior lobe of the right lung was branching directly from the trachea, the bronchus for the middle lobe was branching from the right main bronchus, which should normally diverge, whereas from the bronchus for the middle lobe two more caudally directed segmental bronchi were branching, with their position primarily corresponding to the bronchi for the anterior and medial segment of the inferior lobe in normal lungs (Fig. 3). The parenchyma of the right lung was normally ventilated and showed no signs of sequestration. In the caudal part of the thorax, pulmonary parenchyma extended behind the heart and was in contact with the left lung forming the horseshoe lung (Fig. 4). The described segment of the liver herniating through a diaphragmatic defect was shown in the right thorax paravertebrally and paramediastinally (Fig. 5). The right pulmonary artery was about 7 mm in diameter and a little narrower than the left one, which was 9-10 mm in diameter. As far as possible to analyze, pulmonary arteries were normally branching out into the lungs. From the aorta, at the height of celiac trunk to the right, a wide 4-mm diameter artery was branching, cranially directed, passing through the diaphragm and supplying the portion of the inferior lobe of the right lung separated by the described interlobus from the rest of the right lung (Fig. 5). In the lung base region on the right, somewhat wider pulmonary veins were observed, and the inferior pulmonary vein on the right was widened, probably due to the abundant systemic supply of this part of the lung from the aorta.
Normal pulmonary venous return into the left atrium with no anomalous pulmonary venous return found.

Discussion

Horseshoe lung is a rare congenital pulmonary anomaly. So far, some 40-odd cases have been reported, characterized by the pulmonary parenchyma isthmus extending behind the pericardium along the central line at the height of cardiac apex and in front of the esophagus and the spine. Horseshoe lung is often (in roughly 48% of cases) accompanied by unilateral hypoplasia, mostly of the right lung. What also stems from the right lung is the isthmus, which receives blood from the right pulmonary artery, and the bronchi from the right bronchial tree. Pulmonary parenchyma in the isthmus is histologically normal. The isthmus also has its own pleural membrane, which is incomplete and allows for communication between the left and right pleural cavities.

Along with the hypoplastic right lung, one can also often find anomalies of the right bronchial tree and right pulmonary artery, which is usually hypoplastic, in some cases altogether absent, and in 40% of cases normal. Dextrocardia and rotation of the heart is the result of and directly proportional to the degree of hypoplasia of the right lung.

Horseshoe lung is an exceptionally rare anomaly, which, however, is largely reported in association with scimitar syndrome. Out of the 40-odd cases of horseshoe lung reported to date, more than 80% occur with the scimitar syndrome, and in 15% of cases scimitar syndrome is associated with horseshoe lung. This syndrome is characterized by complex cardiovascular anomalies and its basic characteristic is partly anomalous venous drainage from the right lung into systemic veins, usually into the inferior vena cava. The systemic arterial supply of the right lung often occurs via one or more blood vessels coming from the abdominal aorta, passing through the right diaphragm and reaching the base of the right lung.

Fig. 5. Multislice computed tomography (MSCT): the herniated part of the liver in the right thorax. MSCT angiography: the anomalous systemic artery branching from the aorta at the height of the celiac trunk, 4 mm in diameter, cranially directed, passing through the diaphragm and supplying a portion of the inferior lobe of the right lung.

Congenital cardiac defects occur in 25% of patients with horseshoe lung and scimitar syndrome; in half of the cases, it is the secundum type atrial septal defect, and the second in frequency is ventricular septal defect. Also reported are persistent arterial duct, tetralogy of Fallot and aortic coarctation. Non-cardiac malformations reported in association with scimitar syndrome or horseshoe lung are Bochdalek hernia, hemidiaphragm eventration, accessory diaphragm, focal diaphragmatic defect, and hemivertebrae. While chest x-ray often suffices for the diagnosis of scimitar syndrome, the diagnosis of horseshoe lung cannot be made with conventional chest x-ray. MSCT is the best noninvasive method to show the pulmonary parenchyma isthmus between the caudal parts of the lungs behind the pericardium but in front of the thoracic spine. Therefore, MSCT indicates a continuity of the right and left lungs behind the heart and is used in detecting diaphragmatic anomalies such as hernia or an accessory band.

Angiographic studies are used to visualize the right pulmonary arteries with a varying degree of hypoplasia. Pulmonary vascularization can be shown by means of MSCT or MRI (angiography or angioresonance). Cardiac catheterization and angiography are not indispensable for the diagnosis and are reserved for patients with suspected pulmonary hypertension.
We have reported here on a case of horseshoe lung associated with mild hypoplasia of the right lung and right pulmonary artery, and the resulting discrete dextrocardia. The patient also showed many anomalies of the right bronchial tree and blood inflow from the systemic circulation into the right lung via an anomalous artery from the descendent aorta, which caused an extracardiac left-right shunt.

The cases of horseshoe lung, reported largely within the scimitar syndrome, are also frequently associated with the above described anomalies. Such patients are often described with a congenital cardiac defect, not found in our patient. Focal diaphragmatic herniation of the liver, shown on chest x-ray as a soft tissue mass in the inferior paraspinal region, is reported in several patients with the scimitar syndrome. In our patient, it was the finding of the above mentioned soft tissue mass on chest radiograph that prompted us to apply additional diagnostic procedures, MRI, MSCT, which were instrumental in detecting the above described anomalies and diaphragmatic herniation of the liver. Normal inflow of pulmonary veins into the left atrium excluded scimitar syndrome in our patient.

We find this case interesting in view of the fact that horseshoe lung findings without scimitar syndrome have been rarely reported so far. On the other hand, diaphragmatic herniation of the liver has been reported in several cases of scimitar syndrome, but never associated with horseshoe lung not involving an anomalous pulmonary venous drainage.

Patients with horseshoe lung may be asymptomatic, but early symptoms occur in patients with cardiac defect or serious picture of pulmonary hypoplasia or atresia. Children with horseshoe lung diagnosed in infancy often have serious cardiac symptomatology or respiratory insufficiency due to associated cardiac anomalies or pulmonary hypertension caused by a significant shunt. Horseshoe lung as well as scimitar syndrome can be manifested as recurrent infections, and in 50% of cases as a left-right shunt or progressive pulmonary hypertension.

Surgical treatment is indicated in cases involving persistent infections, hemoptysis, congestive cardiac disease or pulmonary hypertension caused by a significant shunt. Resection of a hypoplastic lung and isthmus is recommended in case of persistent chronic infections. In cases involving a significant left-right shunt due to blood inflow from descendent aorta via an anomalous blood vessel through the diaphragm into the right lung, treatment by ligature or embolization of the anomalous artery or lobectomy are applied. Anastomosis of the scimitar vein to the left atrium is recommended in the event of a significant shunt, otherwise it is not indicated.

In asymptomatic patients without pulmonary hypertension or recurrent pulmonary infections, surgical treatment is not applied, and monitoring and conservative treatment are recommended instead. The same applies to our patient who showed no signs of pulmonary hypertension or serious recurrent bronchopulmonary infections, so he has just been subjected to conservative treatment and regular follow up. What should always be kept in mind in this regard is that the asymptomatic horseshoe lung is also potentially dangerous due to the communication between the two pleural cavities, so pneumothorax, if developed in such patients, will be inevitably bilateral.

On differential diagnosis of horseshoe lung, primary attention should be paid to pseudohorseshoe lung resulting from inflammatory changes such as necrotizing pneumonia, or from destruction of pulmonary parenchyma, which leads to compensatory hypertrophy of the other lung and largely occurs in pediatric population.

Today it is known that horseshoe lung can be compatible with normal lifestyle. The diagnosis of horseshoe lung can currently be easily made by means of MSCT, and such cases are considered to be more frequent but clinically less portentous than earlier thought.
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POTKOVASTA PLUĆA UDRAŽENA S HERNIJACIJOM JETRE KROZ DIJAFRAGMU

B. Čičak, I. Mihatov-Štefanović, R. Vrsalović, N. Babić i K. Markičević-Ružičić

Potkovasta pluća su rijetka kongenitalna anomalija pluća u kojoj su spojeni stražnji i bazalni segmenti lijevog i desnog pluća iza osrčja u visini srčanog vrha. Većina bolesnika s potkovastim plućima ima brojne druge kardiovaskularne anomalije tipične za sindrom scimitar ili sindrom hipoplastičnog desnog pluća. Prikazujemo bolesnika s potkovastim plućima koja nisu udružena sa sindromom scimitar, ali je prisutna fokalna hernijacija jetre kroz dijafragmu koja nije dosad opisana uz potkovasta pluća bez pridruženog sindroma scimitar.
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